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ABSTRACT: A sample coal tailings activated by Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS) surfactant was used
as an efficient adsorbent for the removal of lead from an aqueous solution. The effects of three factors,
namely, initial solution pH (3-11), absorbent to lead ratio (12.5-162.5), and contact time (3-31 h),
on lead removal, were studied and optimized using response surface methodology. Statistical
analyses showed that all factors significantly affect lead removal. Process optimization resulted
in maximum lead removal of 99.64% at initial solution pH of 6.75, absorbent to metal ratio of 91.33
and 20 h equilibrium contact time, and 97.4% removal after about 40 min. Kinetic studies revealed
that lead adsorption follows the first-order model with a rate constant of 10.39 h-1. The selectivity
study in bimetal aqueous systems using copper, lead and zinc metals showed the adsorption order
of Cu2+ > Pb2+, Pb2+ > Zn2+, and Zn2+ > Cu2+ with some unusual trends. The lead adsorption
on activated coal tailings was also found to follows the Freundlich isotherm model. The interaction
mechanisms between SDS and the surface of coal tailings particles were also discussed. This study
demonstrates that SDS-activated coal tailings could be considered as a promising efficient, low-cost,
and easily available adsorbent for the treatment of heavy metal polluted wastewaters.

KEYWORDS: Coal tailings; Sodium dodecyl sulfate; Heavy metal; Adsorption; Kinetics; Selectivity
study.

INTRODUCTION
There are hundreds of coal washing plants around
the world that produces and disposes of millions of tons of
coal tailings in tailing dams and dumping sites. These
rejected coal products face the environment with various
health hazards due to their contained heavy metal, sulfur
and fines, and possibly, nano-minerals. Contamination of
surface and underground sources of water and dispersion
of coal dust by wind are two common reasons by which
natural ecology can be disturbed [1-4].

Despite numerous environmental hazards, these
materials can be considered as a potential and low-cost
mineral resources for various uses. According to statistics
provided in some technical reports, over 5 billion tons of
coal tailings are discarded by coal processing plants every
year. These are mainly fines and reject from wash plants,
and end up in tailings dams where they are dried and
eventually buried. These coal tailings are sold at very low
prices, between 2 and 5 USD/ton depending on the content
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of the coal, which usually varies between 20 and 40 percent;
however, due to limited use and commercial customers,
a significant portion of it is disposed of intact in the dam [5-9].
Hence, in the case of the development of efficient methods
for recycling these materials, they would be of high added
value. So far, there have been many attempts, either
scientifically or experimentally, to reuse coal tailings.
Reasons limiting such efforts may include high moisture
content, large mineral-petrographic variation, fragmentation,
and low energy characteristics [10]. Generally, methods
developed for the recycling of coal tailings can be summarized
as follows:
● Recovery of a combustible portion of coal tailings
as low energy material for power plants and smelts: Some
small companies, for example, produce low energy
briquette for domestic consumption [11]; however, new
technologies such as nature medium cyclone has aided the
efficiency of such processes [12].
● Production of liquid fuels in the form of slurry: Such
new fuels are shown to be efficient solutions for
the recycling of coal tailings by some researchers. Coal-water
slurry can be produced without any further additives [13]
or in combination with different oils to improve their
ignition characteristics [14].
● In agricultural applications as moisture preservative,
soil modifier and fertilizer [15];
● Bio-production of gaseous fuels: Opara et al. [16],
for example, investigated the production of bio-methane
from coal wastes and suggested that these materials can be used
as a commercially viable source for the production of
methane fuel. Recently, Zheng et al. [17] used a microbial
consortium derived from sewage sludge for the production
of methane from a sample coal waste and showed that coal
waste can be partially digested to bio-methane.
● In road construction as foundation materials, railway
embankment and asphalt [18-20];
● Manufacture of construction materials such as
cement [16], brick [22, 23] and concrete [24].
Today, a variety of methods have been developed
to remove pollutants from aquatic environments. Among
the various methods, absorption methods have attracted
more attention than other methods due to the more well-known
mechanism and variety of adsorbents, whose knowledge
and technology of production is significantly increasing.
In this regard, various absorbents have been studied so far,
among which are various types of natural and synthetic
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zeolites [25-28], nanomaterials [29-36], and low-cost
absorbents produced from agricultural wastes [37-41].
One of the new approaches in the production of adsorbents
is a variety of composites that are produced by combining
conventional adsorbents with each other or with a variety
of polymers and surfactants [42-46]. The purpose of
producing composites is to increase the adsorption
capacity of the adsorbent, which is achieved by increasing
the surface charge, specific adsorption surface, or both.
Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS) is a heteropolar surface
active agent with a hydrophobic hydrocarbon chain and
a polar head neutralized with the sodium ion. The high
solubility and negative character of SDS have led to its
widespread use in the detergent industry and the treatment
of wastewater to remove contaminants. Sodium dodecyl
sulfate can be used in various forms for heavy metal
removal from aqueous solutions. Before Critical Micelle
Concentration (CMC), SDS can collect heavy metal cations
as a free solute anionic collector [47-51], and over CMC,
SDS micelles can trap metal cations in the solution [52-55].
Sodium dodecyl sulfate can also interact with non-polar
surfaces with the hydrocarbon chain through the physical
forces and/or with polar surfaces with chemical bonding
via its polar head. Therefore, SDS has been considered
as an efficient surface modifier for the activation of different
types of materials to improve their adsorption capacity.
For example, the adsorption capacity enhancement
of carbon material coated by SDS has been investigated
by some researchers. The hydrocarbon chains of SDS
can physically adsorb on the hydrophobic carbon surface
via van der Waals bonding [56]. For example, it is shown
that modification of activated carbon type absorbents with
SDS can increase the adsorption of positively charged
molecules such as methylene blue dye [57, 58] and heavy
metals [59]. On the other hand, the polar head of SDS
can chemically interact with special species at the surface
of mineral particles and increase their adsorption capacity.
Various researchers have used this phenomenon for
surface modification of minerals [60-62] and inorganic
nanoparticles [62-65].
As mentioned earlier, coal tailings are abundant mining
waste that can be employed as an inexpensive
and available absorber to remove environmental
pollutants. Therefore, the aim of the present study
is to present a potential solution to recycling coal wastes
by applying the coating effect of sodium dodecyl sulfate
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to activate coal tailings as an efficient absorbent for
removal of heavy metals from aqueous solutions.
Moreover, the main and interaction effects of parameters
influencing the removal efficiency, including initial
solution pH, absorbent to metal ratio, and contact time
were investigated using a systematic experimental design.
The process was then modeled and optimized.
Adsorption selectivity, kinetics, and mechanism
were also evaluated.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Coal tailings sample and reagents
The studied coal tailing was carefully sampled from
the tailings dam of Zarand Coal Washing Plant (Zarand, Iran).
Particle size analysis revealed that 95% by weight of
tailings sample is smaller than 100 μm with 72% ash
content as indicated by ash analysis performed according
to ASTM D 3174-73 Standard. Chemical analysis was
conducted using X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF, Rigaku,
NEX DE) spectrometer. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM, Tescan, Vega-II microscope) was also used to
investigate the surface status of coal tailings before and
after modification. Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS) reagent
(with over 99% purity) was obtained from Merck. Metal
salts including Pb(NO3)2, Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, and
Cu(NO3)2·2.5H2O, and pH regulators including HCl
and NaOH were also obtained from Merck and used
with no further purification.
Adsorption variables and experimental design
Different experimental designs are developed for the
evaluation of the effect of operating variables on a process
response. In this study, a Central Composite experimental
Design (CCD) was used to evaluate the effects of some
parameters, that frequently considered by many investigators,
i.e. the initial solution pH, absorbent to metal (C/M) ratio, and
contact time on lead removal from a synthetic aqueous
environment as process response. Using the central
composite design, both main effects, either linear or
non-linear, and interaction effects can be recognized.
In addition, CCDs are very powerful designs for process
optimization and identification of optimum conditions
under which maximum process efficiency can be obtained.
The levels of variables studied are given in Table S1.
The final experimental design used for adsorption tests
is shown in Table 1.
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Adsorption experiments and analyses
In order to activate the coal tailings, 50 g of sample
was first washed with distilled water, dried at 60°C,
and added to 200 mL of concentrated SDS solution.
The mixture was then left for 24 h on a magnetic stirrer set
at 150 rpm. Afterward, the mixture was filtered, dried
at 60°C, and kept in a cool and dry place for further use.
For each batch adsorption experiment, 250 mL of an initial
solution containing 100 ppm of lead ion and requisite amounts
of activated coal waste was prepared at room temperature
(about 26±1°C). After pH adjustment using 0.1 M HCl and
0.1 M NaOH, the solution was stirred with a magnetic
stirrer at 200 rpm. After the desired contact time, the flasks
were withdrawn from the magnetic stirrer and the mixture
was filtered and the residual solution was analyzed
for metal content. Selectivity studies were carried out
in presence of Cu and Zn metals. The bimetal competitive
adsorption tests were conducted using a solution containing
an equal concentration of both metals. All other factors
were kept constant under optimum conditions. At the end
of each test, the solution was filtered and analyzed for metal
content. Then, the selectivity coefficients were calculated by
plotting selectivity curves. The process kinetics was investigated
by a periodical sampling of solution during the optimum test.
The adsorption models were also studied for metal
solutions with different initial concentrations.
The metal content of the samples taken from the bulk
solution was measured by an atomic absorption instrument
(Varian model SperctAA 220, Mulgrave, Victoria).
The removal efficiency of adsorption was calculated by:
R e m o v a l, % 

(C 0  C e )

 100

(1)

C0

where C0 is the initial concentration of metal in the solution and
Ce represents the final metal concentration at equilibrium time
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sample characterization results
The chemical analysis using XRF showed that the ash
portion mostly includes Si and Al oxides (Table 2).
The SEM image of tailings sample before and after
modification by SDS is shown in Fig. 1. As seen, the tailings
sample includes angular particles with no unusual surface
pattern and excess void spaces. In presence of SDS, however,
particles are attached to one another so that agglomerates
are formed.
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Table 1: Central composite design consisted of experiments for the study of operating parameters with experimental results.
Run

A: pH

B: C/M Ratio

C: Time

Pb Removal (%)

1

7

87.5

17

99.22

2

5

50

10

47.50

3

5

50

24

100

4

3

87.5

17

60.50

5

9

125

24

99.63

6

9

50

24

100

7

5

125

24

99.43

8

7

87.5

17

96.75

9

9

125

24

99.42

10

9

50

10

99.11

11

5

50

10

56.40

12

7

87.5

17

75.01

13

5

125

10

87.56

14

9

125

10

98.33

15

7

87.5

3

87.30

16

7

87.5

17

96.46

17

7

12.5

17

38.90

18

9

125

10

96.90

19

5

125

24

98.63

20

9

50

10

97.82

21

7

87.5

31

98.29

22

5

125

10

98.42

23

7

87.5

17

98.91

24

11

87.5

17

97.82

25

9

50

24

99.67

26

7

162.5

17

99.47

27

7

87.5

17

99.32

28

5

50

24

77.75

Table 2: Chemical analysis of the studied coal tailings sample.
Component

SiO2

Al2O3

CaO

Fe2O3

K2O

SO3

Rest*

Portion (%)

49.1

25.8

5.5

5.9

5.6

4.0

4.1

*P2O5, TiO2, MnO, MgO, Na2O, L.O.I

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) of results
Generally, central composite design applies a
nonlinear multi-variable regression equation to model
the relation between process response and operating
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variables. The CCD model includes three sets of
coefficients, i.e. constant, linear and nonlinear, which
are estimated by statistical approaches. In this study, Design
Expert v.7 (DX7) software was used for the calculation of
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(a)
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(b)

Fig. 1: SEM images of the coal tailings particles (a) before and (b) after modification by SDS.

the prediction model. The best-fitted model equation
was obtained for Pb removal as follows:
L e a d re m o v a l (% )  9 9  1 0 . 5 1 A  1 0 . 6 4 B 

(2)

3 . 34 C  8 . 68 A B  2 . 82 A C  1 . 66 B C 
3 .2 8 A

2

 6 .9 1 B

2

 1 .0 1C

2

where factors are in coded form. Model Eq. (2) was used
to evaluate the influence of the process variables on Pb removal.
The significance of the model is evaluated by analysis of
variance (ANOVA). Table S2 shows the ANOVA results.
A confidence interval of 95% was chosen for the
determination of the significance of main and interaction
effects. As shown in Table S2, the suggested regression
model is significant due to the value of Fisher's F-test
(F model = 22.62) with a very low probability value
(p model < 0.0001). Table S2 also indicates that the effects
of all variables are significant (p values less than 0.05).
The effect between pH and absorbent to Pb ratio (AB) is
the sole significant interaction effect. Although the other
interaction effects are not significant, they had sharp
effects on the model accuracy. The normal probability of
the residuals for Pb removal, shown in Fig. 2, indicates that
almost no serious violation of the assumptions underlying
the analyses, which confirmed normality assumptions and
independence of the residuals. In addition, closely high
values of the model correlation coefficient (R2 = 93.14%)
and adjusted correlation coefficient (Adj R2 = 89.02%) also
showed the high significance of the model. The Adeq
precision shows the signal-to-noise ratio; a ratio of greater
than 4 is a desirable value [66]. In this investigation,
the ratio was 13.54, which indicated an adequate signal.
Thus, the model could be used to navigate the design space.
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Effect of solution pH
The variation of lead removal at various initial
solution pH values is shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen,
the Pb removal efficiency increases as the solution pH
increases. The pH value of the medium has a critical role
in the entire adsorption process as well as in the adsorption
capacity of the coal tailings. As will be discussed later, the
lead adsorption on the surface of SDS-activated coal
tailings follows the multilayer mechanism with non-uniform
distribution of adsorption energy on the surface
of tailings particles. Therefore, it can be stated that
the adsorption of lead cations is partially due to the interaction
with SDS anions on the surface of tailings particles and
partially due to the interaction with negatively charged
points on the tailings particles surface which is not covered
by SDS molecules. As solution pH increases up to about 7
at which SDS represents maximum surface activity, lead
adsorption increases; afterward, the interaction between
lead cations and SDS molecules decreases due to the
increase of Na+ concentration and the decrease of SDS
activity. Similar results were also observed by other
researchers. By increasing the pH, negatively charged
functional groups of SDS molecules may be scattered
on the surface of coal tailings particles and entailed
an increase in the electrostatic gravity between the adsorbent
surface and the cations and an augment in adsorption. They
are separated on the surface of the adsorbent, and the negative
charge surface results in an increase in the electrostatic gravity
between the adsorbent surface and the cations as well as
an increase in adsorption [37]. It is shown that the point of
zero charge (PZC) of coal materials varies in the pH range
of 4-6 depending on the ash content
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the Pb cations through electrostatic forces of attraction and
provides multilayer adsorption.

Normal % probability

99
95
90
80
70
50
30
20
10
5
1

-3.03

-1.53

-0.03

1.46

2.96

Internally studentized residuals

Fig. 2: Normal plot of the residuals for lead removal model.

Lead removal (%)

113

94.25

75.5

56.75

38
5.00

6.00

7.00

8.00

9.00

A: pH

Fig. 3: Effect of initial solution pH on lead removal.

Lead removal (%)

109

91.25

73.5

55.75

38
50.00

68.75

87.50

106.25

125.00

B: C/M ratio

Fig. 4: Effect of absorbent to metal ratio on lead removal.

of coal sample [67, 68]. At pH values higher than PZC,
the surface of coal particles become negatively charged;
therefore, the increase of lead adsorption at alkaline pH
can be attributed to the higher active points of coal tailings
particles which consequently increases the adsorption of
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Effect of adsorbent dose
The effect of adsorbent dose on lead removal is
represented in Fig. 4. It is clear that Pb removal increases
as the absorbent dose is increased because the number of
adsorption sites increases, and consequently, more Pb
species adsorb on the activated coal tailings particles.
However, the removal reaches a maximum value at
an absorbent to lead ratio of around 100 and after that
follows a linear trend. This implies that adsorption sites at
this absorbent to lead ratio may be enough to completely
treat 250 mL of 100 ppm lead solution. This is due to
certain initial factors, including the occupancy of almost
all active sites of adsorption using lead ions, and
the created balance between the metallic ions absorbed on
the surface of tailings particles and the remaining cations
in the solution [31, 37].
Effect of contact time
The effect of contact time on lead removal is shown
in Fig. 5. It shows that Pb removal follows a slightly
increasing trend with time; Fig. 5 also shows that Pb
adsorption on coal tailings is fast in the initial stage of
the adsorption process. Referring to Table S1, it is observed
that even at a very short time considered in lower
extrapolation level, i.e. 3 h in run 15, over 87% Pb
is sequestered from the solution. In the early stages of
the process that the adsorption sites of adsorbent are vacant,
adsorption of lead initiates with a faster rate as a result
of the diffusion process from the bulk solution to the
adsorption sites. Afterward, the adsorption rate gradually
decreases as the contact time elapses to the equilibrium
state due to the saturation of the active sites [69]. Fig. 6
shows the incremental variation of Pb removal over
optimum adsorption time. As seen, the rate of Pb
adsorption increases up to 40 min, and then, approaches
a nearly linear trend. This is because of the large number
of vacant surface areas available for molecule absorption
during the early stages of absorption; however, occupied
areas begin to excrete absorbing molecules in the soluble
phase at terminal times. In the case of molecule absorption,
the available stimulatory forces are weakened to reach
the empty surface areas, hence the reduction in adsorption [37].
Thus, to ensure the state of equilibrium for Pb adsorption,
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89.75

72.5

55.25

60
40

20
38
0
10.00

13.50

17.00

20.50

0

24.00

1

C: time

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Contact time (h)

Fig. 5: Effect of contact time on lead removal.

Fig. 6: Classic first-order kinetics plot for the removal of lead
from aqueous solution.

60 min was considered as the equilibrium time for further
studies.

(Table 3). The first point with moderate conditions was
chosen as the optimum test and replicated three times
to ensure its accuracy. Therefore, maximum Pb removal of
99.64% can be obtained at pH 6.75 and absorbent to lead
ratio of 91.33 after 20 h adsorption.

Analysis of interaction effects
The three-dimensional (3D) response plots of the
model response vs. two independent variables varying
within their experimental levels while maintaining other
variables at their mid-levels can give useful information on
their relationships [70]. Therefore, in order to gain a better
understanding of the individual effects of the studied
operating variables and their corresponding interaction
effects on the other variables, 3D response plots for
the lead removal was constructed based on the nonlinear
model proposed by DX7 software. Since the model in this
study had three independent variables, one variable was held
constant at its mid-level for each plot. The 3D surface plots
for studied variables are visualized in Fig. 7. As seen
in Fig. 7, all interactions show non-linear effects on response.
Fig. 7 reveals that maximum Pb removal can be obtained
for pH and absorbent to lead ratio at their middle levels
and for contact time at around its low level.

Process optimization
Design-Expert is a powerful tool for the prediction of
optimal conditions under which maximum response value
would be obtained. The software uses the prediction model
developed on the basis of statistical analysis and then,
presents a list of optimal conditions with their
corresponding response values. After setting the value
limits for all model parameters, DX7 presented 7 optimal
conditions sets with maximum lead removal of 100%
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Selectivity studies
Selectivity in mixed-metal solutions is also important
in the adsorption process. For example, the target metal
might not be removed from a solution that contains a large
excess of other metallic ions that compete with the target
metal in the electrical attraction for available absorbent
binding sites. This problem can be overcome by selective
complexation between a specific surfactant and the target
metal. The complex itself could then function as
a surfactant. It could also provide a clue to the metal’s
recovery. The selectivity of metal adsorption by activated
coal tailings was calculated as follows [71]:
A

ln C A  S B ln C B  c

(3)

Where S BA is the selectivity coefficient of metal A over
metal B, CA and CB are the concentrations of counterions
A and B, and c is constant. The adsorption selectivity
by SDS-activated coal tailings was assessed by the measurement
of the selectivity coefficients for all bimetal aqueous
systems. Fig. 8 shows the competitive adsorption between
different bimetal systems. The selectivity coefficients and
equilibrium metal removals for competitive systems are listed
in Table 4. Referring to Fig. 8 and Table 4, it is observed
that more selective metal in each bimetal system
yields higher adsorption removal. In Cu–Pb system,
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Lead removal (%)

107
94.75
82.5
70.25
58
9.00

125.00
106.25

8.00
7.00

87.50

B: C/M ratio

6.00

68.75

A: pH

50.00 5.00

Lead removal (%)

107
99.75
92.5
85.25
78
24.00

9.00
20.50

of Cu–Pb and Pb–Zn systems, i.e. Cu > Pb and Pb > Zn,
copper is expected to be more selective than zinc but
experimental investigation showed a different result.
Therefore, representing a tidy selectivity order for three
metals is difficult. In addition, as seen in Fig. 8, the
adsorption removals for Cu–Pb and Pb–Zn systems vary
inversely with a slight difference after around 30 min of
contact time. Such an unusual trend can be attributed to
a number of likely phenomena as below:
● There may happen potential competitive multilayer
adsorption due to electrostatic interaction between
the electron could of the first monolayer adsorbed
on the surface of the modified coal particles and the second
layer of metal ions; or
● There may be some free adsorption zones between
individual metal ions adsorbed on the surface of the coal
particles where can be later occupied by those secondary
metal ions adsorbed on the surface.
Further studies are required to interpret these unusual
observations.

8.00
7.00

17.00
13.50

C: Time

6.00
10.00 5.00

A: pH

105

Lead removal (%)
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Adsorption kinetics
The kinetics of lead adsorption on activated coal
tailings was preliminarily determined using Lagergren’s
pseudo-first-order (Eq. (3)) and Ho’s pseudo-second-order
model (Eq. (4)), as follows [72]:

qt 
ln  1 
   k1t
qe 


97.5
90
82.5

1

75

qt

24.00

125
106.25

20.50
87.50

17.00

C: Time

68.75

13.50
10.00 50.00

B: C/M ratio



1
qe

1



2

(4)

(5)

k2qe t

Where k1 is the rate constant of pseudo-first-order
adsorption (h-1), qe (mg/g) is the amount of solute adsorbed
on the surface at equilibrium, and k2 is the equilibrium rate
constant of pseudo-second-order sorption (g/mg h), and
qt (mg/g) is the amount of solute adsorbed at any time t:

Fig. 7: The 3D response plots showing the interaction effects of
operating variables on lead removal.

qt 

selectivity coefficient of about unit indicates that both Cu
and Pb cations show relatively equal tendency to adsorb
on activated tailings particles. Close values of maximum
removal for both metals also confirm their relatively equal
adsorption tendency. In Pb–Zn system, lead shows much
higher removal than zinc, and thus, a higher selectivity
coefficient could be expected. Given the selectivity orders

Where C0 is the initial concentration of Pb (mg/L), Ct
is the liquid-phase concentration of Pb at time t (mg/L), W
is the mass of adsorbent used (g) and V is the volume of
the solution (L). The comparison of the adsorption kinetics
data for pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order
models of lead adsorption on activated coal tailings is
shown in Fig. S1(a), (b). As seen in Fig. S1, lead
adsorption does not show reliable fitting accuracy to any
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Table 3: Optimal conditions suggested by DX7 to achieve maximum lead removal.
Set no.

pH

C/M Ratio

Time

Predicted Removal (%)

1

6.75

91.33

19.70

100

2

9

50

24

100

3

8.26

107.88

23.73

100

4

7.63

108.58

17.79

100

5

8.5

105.47

23.42

100

6

5

125

24

100

7

6.73

120.25

18

100

Table 4: Selectivity coefficients and orders for different bimetal aqueous systems.
Bimetal System

RH (%)

RL (%)

Selectivity Coefficient

Selectivity Order

Cu–Pb

Cu, 29.90

Pb, 27.70

1.08

Cu > Pb

Pb–Zn

Pb, 81.40

Zn, 29.20

1.37

Pb > Zn

Zn–Cu

Zn, 26.8

Cu, 21

1.13

Zn > Cu

of the models. In order to determine the kinetics of lead
adsorption, the conventional first-order exponential model
was also evaluated with experimental data. The
conventional first-order equation is in the following form:
R  R  (1  e

 kt

)

(7)

where R and R∞ are the incremental and maximum
removals (%), respectively and k is the kinetic constant
rate (h-1). As shown in Fig. 9, lead adsorption is well fitted
with the first-order model with a high correlation
coefficient of 96.65%. The first-order rate constant
was found to be 10.39 h-1 which is in agreement with time
effect interpretation, i.e. fast adsorption in initial contact
times.
Adsorption isotherms
The equilibrium isotherm plots are useful tools for
indicating the relation between the amounts of metal
removed from aqueous solutions at equilibrium state by
a mass unit of adsorbent at a constant temperature. Various
isotherm plots are developed that between them, the
Langmuir, Freundlich, Temkin, and Jovanovic isotherm
models are widely used in absorption investigations. Each
model describes how the adsorbate interacts with the surface
of the absorbent. The Langmuir isotherm indicates the
monolayer adsorption of metal onto a homogenous surface
containing a finite number of identical sites by assuming that
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adsorption energies uniformLy distribute onto the surface.
The Langmuir isotherm and the linear form of this model
are represented in Eqs. (8) and (9), respectively [73-75]:
qe 

qe
Ce

qm K LCe

(8)

1  K LCe


  Ce 
1
 
 

 K Lqm   qm 

(9)

The Freundlich isotherm indicates the potential
multilayer adsorption of adsorbate species onto a
heterogeneous surface with a non-uniform distribution
of adsorption energies over the surface of the absorbent.
The Freundlich isotherm and the linear expression
of this equation are in the form of Eqs. (10) and (11),
respectively [76]:
1/n

qe  K LCe

ln q e  ln K

F

(10)


1
n

ln C e

(11)

The Temkin model considers that the adsorption heat
of all molecules in the layer would decrease linearly
with coverage and is characterized by a uniform distribution
of binding energies up to some maximum binding energy.
The normal and linearized forms of Temkin isotherm
model are as follows, respectively [75]:
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q e   q m ln ( K T C e )

(12)

q e  q m ln K T  q m ln C e

(13)

The Jovanoic isotherm is based on the same
assumptions of the Langmuir isotherm; in addition, this
model also considers the possibility of some mechanical
contacts between the adsorbing and desorbing molecules
on the homogeneous surface. The Jovanoic isotherm
and its linear expression are represented in Eqs. (14) and (15),
respectively [69]:
q e   q m exp(K J C e )

(14)

ln q e  ln q m  K J C e

(15)

The experimental data were compared to the
Langmuir, Freundlich, Temkin, and Jovanovic equilibrium
equations. The corresponding plots for these isotherm
models are shown in Fig. S2. The applicability of each
isotherm to describe the adsorption process was identified
by the correlation coefficients (R2 values). Average Relative
Error (ARE) between experimental and calculated
equilibrium metal concentration absorbed on the absorbent
surface (qe) was also calculated by means of Eq. (16):
ARE 
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Fig. 8: The residual concentrations and removals of metals
in competitive systems.
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where qe,exp, and qe,cal are experimental and calculated lead
concentration at equilibrium state, respectively, and N is
the number of experiments. Commonly, lower ARE beside
high R2 values can be a good criterion for choosing
the best-fit model. The values of isotherm parameters,
correlation coefficients, and ARE values are listed in Table
5. As seen in Table 5, the Freundlich isotherm model
shows better fitting accuracy than other isotherm models
because of the higher correlation coefficient and lower
ARE. Both the correlation coefficients and ARE values
for a linearized form of Langmuir, Temkin, and Jovanovic
models are low therefore describing experimental data.
these isotherms cannot be good models for
Adsorption mechanisms
Coal tailings include three different types of particles:
completely liberated ash particles, completely liberated
coal particles, and interlocked ash-coal particles
(middlings). Therefore, various mechanisms may involve
in the coal tailings activation by sodium dodecyl sulfate
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Table 5: Isotherms parameters, correlation coefficients value and ARE for lead adsorption.
Isotherm

Model Parameters

Relative Error (ARE, %)

Langmuir

qm = 78.740

KL = 0.042

77.86

20.66

Freundlich

KF = 8.517

n = 2.285

95.54

9.67

Temkin

qm = 11.016

KT = 1.240

71.64

35.39

Jovanoic

qm = 14.065

KT = 0.027

82.29

275.55

120
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80
60
40
20
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Time Measure, t9h)

Fig. 9: Fitting plots for conventional first-order model of lead
adsorption.

and thus, heavy metal adsorption on the surface of tailings
particles. The suggested mechanisms can be summarized
as schematically illustrated in Fig. 10 as follows:
● As an anionic surfactant, negatively charged polar
heads of SDS can interact with active points on the surface
of those ash particles which have taken positive charge due
to the presence of cations such as Al3+, Ca2+, etc. (Fig. 10a).
In this case, SDS molecules adsorb on the surface such that
hydrocarbon chains orient into the aqueous environment.
Afterward, the second layer of SDS molecules connect
to the first layer via van der Waals bonding and leave their
polar heads to the solution. These anionic heads can then
adsorb heavy metal cations from the solution (Fig. 10a.1).
At concentrations beyond the CMC, SDS molecules may
adsorb at the surface of ash particles in the form of
the micelle (Fig. 10a.2). At this condition, more anionic
functions are available for interacting with heavy metal
ions. However, some SDS molecules may individually
absorb on the surface of the ash particles and therefore,
cannot interact with metal ions (Fig. 10a.3).
● If ash particles are negatively charged due to the higher
activity of oxygen ions, especially at alkaline pH values,
SDS molecules cannot adsorb on the surface due to

Research Article

the repulsive forces. Thus, heavy metal cations would
directly react with anionic functions on the surface of ash
particles (Fig. 10b).
● In the case of naturally non-polar coal particles, SDS
adsorption on the surface would be of the physical type
with van der Waals bonding between SDS hydrocarbon
chains and carbon functions at the surface of coal particles.
As a result, SDS molecules orient towards the solution so
that anionic heads can adsorb metal cations (Fig. 10c.1).
The position of SDS molecules adsorbed on the surface
can lead to the formation of various forms of
hemi-micelles (Figs. 10c.2 and 10c.3) and consequently,
to single or multilayer adsorption of heavy metals.
In the case of middling particles which are the largest
portion of coal tailings, various aforesaid mechanisms may
be involved (Fig. 10d) and this can be the main reason
for the non-uniform distribution of adsorption energy over
the surface of activated coal tailings particles.

CONCLUSIONS
The present study reveals that heavy metal polluted
wastewaters can efficiently be treated by coal tailings
activated by Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS) surfactant.
The effect of activation on the removal of lead, as reference
metal, was evaluated using response surface methodology
with solution pH, absorbent to metal ratio, and contact time
as process variables, and lead removal as process response.
Process optimization revealed that maximum lead removal
of 99.64% can be achieved at initial solution pH of 6.75
and absorbent to metal ratio of 91.33 in about 20 h
of contact time. However, the removal can be reached
to 97.4% after about 40 min of adsorption, if less process
duration is required. Experiment at optimum conditions
using non-activated coal waste only yielded 27.31% lead
removal which confirms the effective role of SDS
surfactant on tailings activation. Further investigations on
kinetics, adsorption mechanism, and selectivity indicated
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Fig. 10: Suggested mechanisms for heavy metal adsorption on the surface of SDS modified coal tailings particles.

that lead adsorption on coal tailings follows a first-order
model with a rate constant of 10.39 h-1. The adsorption
modeling showed that the best-fit model is the Freundlich
isotherm. The selectivity studies showed some unusual
trends in metal selectivity orders. This study showed that
coal tailings modified by SDS surfactant can be used as
a potentially efficient and low-cost adsorbent for heavy
metal removal from wastewaters.
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